YASCNA Agenda

Open with Serenity Prayer @ 10:02 am
12 Traditions – Vickie
12 Concepts – Ian
Service Prayer – Devon

Roll Call and GSR Reports

1. A New Light – Ray-gsr, avg=18, newcomers=1, donation=$0
2. Basic Text Study – ABSENT- but I do want to say that the meeting has a new location and is meeting at decision point.
3. Biscuits & Gravy – Lauren-gsr, avg=40-45, newcomers= 5, donation=67
4. CandleLight – Sarah B- gsr, avg=50, newcomers=18, donation=45, we have a homegroup member celebrating two years- Dani K on the 28th and she is moving the next day so come celebrate if youd like 😊
5. Dopeless Hope Fiends – Joe B-gsr, avg=40, newcomers=15, donation=0, please support the meeting we need some clean time!
7. Lunar Nooner – DJ-gsr, avg=23, newcomers=7, donation= $40,
8. Lost & Found – Vince-gsr, avg=56, newcomers=10, donation=$10 vaping is allowed at this meeting conditionally, if there are kids present or if someone asks before the meeting it will nt be allowed for that night.
9. The Sunset Group – Absent
10. We Do Recover- Eric-gsr, avg=39, newcomers=5, donation=$10.
11. Girls Gone Clean- Krista- gsr, avg=28, newcomers=8, donation=$26
12. No Matter What-Absent--Devon- not a gsr but turned in papers so not a part of quorom, avg=25, newcomers=1, donation=$60
13. Saturday speaker meeting-absent-- Devon same as above, avg=12, newcomers-1, donation= $0, please announce that this meeting is now help every Saturday at 4:30 and could use some support!
14. No Addict Left Behind- Krystle-gsr, avg= 20, newcomers=3, donation= $4. This meeting is now an official homegroup and will be a part of area/observe 7th and sell lit. This Wednesday in the dom and next Wednesday 11/28 through the end of the year in the theater at the VA. Wednesdays at 7. Address on yavapaina.org

Note: 9 of 13 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Officers and Reports:
Chair- Travis- nominations and resumes today
Vice Chair – Alex- nothing to report as vice chair
RCM1 – Vickie – Trent and I will be attending the next ARSC meeting on November 18, 2018 at St. Luke’s Hospital in Phoenix. In accordance with our current Area guidelines, I am requesting a Regional donation at this time. I hope that some of you had the opportunity to attend WSLD 32 in Phoenix and that you are even more inspired to be of service to this fellowship.

Our Regional H&I committee is seeking guideline changes to the Behind The Walls program. The program does not currently offer sponsorship to inmates with less than a year left of their sentence.
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Inmates with less time to go on their sentences currently receive only a letter telling them the criteria, and some IPs to read.

The AZ Department of Corrections has put in place a "Less Recidivism Act". What they call mentorship, we refer to as sponsorship. The AZDOC is looking for representation where NA can offer it, either by way of H&I on higher level security yard/units or members willing to attend inmate hosted meetings on lower level security units. There will be a AZDOC staff member at the November 18, 2018 Regional H&I Meeting to discuss the policy and guidelines of their mentorship program and how it can be used in our fellowship.

At the last Regional meeting, the following ad hoc committees were formed:
ARSC and the BOD (Legal issues, Traditions, and Guidelines)
ARCNA rotation
I will give you updated information from these committees as it becomes available.
Thank you for letting me be of service.
Together in NA,
Vickie N.
RCM2- Trent- nothing to report.

H & I – Johnny – all panels were filled at the juvi and dom, no lit today.

PR – Alex- got everything from paulie, trying to locate all of the racks and looking for new locations for racks. I DO NOT HAVE A PAPER REPORT FOR THIS SUBCOMMITTEE

Activities – Aaron- I DO NOT HAVE YOUR PAPER REPORT. But I do know the tyede event was this past Saturday and $275 was received for the event for Octobers budget.

Treasurer – Dominique-. (Preliminary Report)- start balance was $4153.92 will reserve the campground for 2019 campout

Literature – Dave- spent 521.97 took in 451.05

Secretary – Bailey- gave $30 check from the verde valley from the last part the owed us from the campout to Dominique. Got reaching out pamphlets and they are available. I will write down the people who submitted resumes/ nominated for service postions. If you have further questions about them I have them and can give you the information that was read at area again 😊 9287106484 if you have any questions

Break @ 10:38 Reconvened @ 11:05
Note:9 of 13 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Open Forum-
Vickie talked about needing sponsors for behind the walls, and that these sponsors may not have a conviction in the last year and have a working knowledge of the 12 steps and traditions. For more information contact Vickie or I can ask her any questions you need to know.

Old Business- Motion from last area- send 10 soft cover basic texts to the Yavapai county jail. Paid for as a donation by the Yavapai area make was Eric R and seconded by Ray p. passed 9 of 9

New Business- resumes/ nominations for 2019 YASC
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Chair- Travis G.
Vice Chair- Alex T.
Treasurer- Dominique C.
Vice Treasurer- Ray P.
Literature- Dave M.
RCM 1- Trent C. Resume is attached because there was no hard copy at area.
RCM 2- no resumes
Secretary- Bailey M.
Activities- Aaron K.
H&I- Rhonda B.
PR- Krysta S.—said she will bring resume to December area but read off the resume out loud verbally.
Outreach- OPEN

End of Business
Treasurer’s Final Report-
Income: Donations 7th=$282
   Lit= $451.05
   Verde Valley check from campout- $30
   ( total income- $763.05)
Expenses: H&I= $10 for rent
   Area= rent $20
   Literature = $521.97
   $17.20 literature expense
   Activities= $275
   Regional donation= $250
   ( total expenses= 1094.17)

-between area 50 was paid for the storage and 79.90 for the phone line. Basic texts for jail and new meeting set up $50 worth of lit taken from our stock of literature.
Ending balance of $3822.80
Close Meeting  1st Jesse 2nd Devon
Meeting adjourned @ 11:55 with 3rd Step Prayer.